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I. Objectives of the missions

The mission to Barcelonia. Spain was undertaken to participate in a seminar on

Facilitation of international Transport of Goods Between the Two Shores of Western

Mediterranean. The Spanish Ministry of Transport organized the seminar under the auspices of

Groupe des Ministres des Transports de la Mediterranee Occidentale (CETMO). The seminar

was an informal meeting to review transit transport problems between Eastern Mediterranean

Maghreb countries (Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia) and their trading partners in Europe (France,

Italy, Portugal, and Spain). ECA and ECE were invited to the seminar in their capacities as UN

Regional Commissions that deal transit transport problems in Africa and Europe respectively.

The mission to Geneva. Switzerland was basically for consultations with ECE and

UNCTAD, and also for data collection on transport conventions. One of the non-recurrent

publications to be prepared by ECA in 2001 is titled Manual on Transport Treaties and

Conventions in Maritime. Rail. Air and Multimodal Transport. The opportunity to visit the two

agencies was also used for data collection on implementation of UNTACDA II and for

preparation of Annual Report on Integration in Africa (ARIA). The data collection in Geneva

focused on surface transport conventions that cover transport facilitation, roads, and rail sub-

sectors including Advance Cargo Information System (ACIS)

The mission to London. United Kingdom to International Maritime Organization (IMO)

was for consultations and data collection on shipping, ports and inland water transport

conventions, as well as data collection for evaluation of implementation of UNTACDA II and

preparation of ARIA report.

II. Participation in the missions

a. Seminar on Facilitation of International Transport of Goods between the Two Shores of

Western Mediterranean.

The aim of the seminar was to analyze the present situation of goods transport

facilitation between the countries in South-Western Europe (Portugal, Spain, France and Italy)

and the Maghreb countries (Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia); and to propose actions for regional

co-operation to reduce or eliminate the obstacles that are shown to exist in Western

Mediterranean.
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The seminar was opened and chaired by Mr. Saki Aciman, Director-General of CETMO. Mr

Capel Ferrer, Director, Transport Division of Economic Commission for Europe also made a

statement at the opening session. About 60 participants from Western Mediterranean African

and European countries attended the seminar. UN agencies represented were ECA, ECE and

IRU.

The seminar programme and list of participants are attached to this mission report as

Annexes I and II respectively.

The seminar was organized in four Sessions as follows:

Session I: Identification and discussion of the obstacles to transport and transport flows

between the two shores of Western Mediterranean

Heads of delegations from the three African countries - Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia

made their presentations highlighting difficulties experienced in facilitating transport through the

European ports. Heads of delegations of the three European countries, Spain, France, and

Portugal also made similar presentations on their difficulties with the use of ports in the three

Maghreb countries.

Session II: Examination of international measures designed to facilitate transport, their

implementation and results

The three UN speakers that made presentations under this session were representatives

of Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) and

International Road Union (IRU).

The ECA representative made a presentation covering recent ECA activities in transit

transport in Africa. The title of the document was "ECA Activities in the Field of Transport

Facilitation (ECA/RCID/012/01)". Its outline and structure followed the same approach that

was adopted for "Strategic Directions of ECA (E/ECA/CM.22/2 of March 1996)" with a focus on

some examples of ECA recent and on-going activities in transit transport in Africa. The other

two UN representatives reported mainly on activities they had carried out in the Western

Mediterranean countries highlighting expected and/or achieved results. Their presentations

were based on requests made to them during the previous CETMO meeting on the same

subject. ECA did not participate in that meeting. The full text of the document that was

presented by ECA representative is attached as Annex Hi to this report.

Session III: Presentation of initiatives taken by each country and within some

port communities to reduce or eliminate obstacles to transport flows.

Real and expected results
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All heads of delegations representing Western Mediterranean countries namely: Algeria,

Morocco, Tunisia, France, Spain, and Portugal made presentations during this session.

Session IV: Conclusion and closure of the seminar.

A representative of CETMO summarized the conclusions of the seminar (see Annex IV)

and also conducted the closing ceremony for the seminar. He informed seminar participants

that full texts of all seminar documents presented would be published and bound for distribution

to all seminar participants.

III. Observations and conclusions

(i) The seminar was well organized and was classified as one of the most important

steps taken in recent years towards harmonization of transit transport problems

facing Eastern Mediterranean countries in Africa and Europe. Judging from

presentations made by both groups of countries from Africa and Europe, it was

clear that the equation of transit transport facilitation is imbalanced against the

African group mainly because they do not have a common front for tackling

transit transport problems. The issue is known to us in ECA and was discussed

within the framework of ECA presentation. However, the seminar came to the

conclusion that there is a limit to which solutions to the problem could be realized

as long as the border between Algeria and Morocco is closed. It was finally

agreed that as a follow-up seminar, the matter should be discussed by the

Maghreb countries themselves in any of their future meetings.

(ii) A presentation by ECE indicated that Maghreb countries have done very little to

ratify or accede to transit transport conventions. In fact they are a party to only

one-quarter of the relevant international transit transport conventions whereas

their trading partners in Europe have ratified all the conventions. The issue was

discussed under a point raised in the ECA document challenging Maghreb

countries about their lack of knowledge on benefits accruing from transit transport

conventions and the inadequacy of national institutional arrangements by their

countries for initiating the necessary actions leading to the ratification of various

conventions.

(iii) All the three African countries complained that their European counterparts in

transit transport have done nothing to assist them in modernizing their ports and

merchant fleet. Their port throughput figures, although higher than those of many

Sub-Saharan Africa ports, were still far below those of other Western

Mediterranean ports. Also although all the countries are members of the

Mediterranean Memorandum of Understanding on Port and Flag State Control,

the three African countries are risking isolation as a result of operating old and

outdated ships and ferries in Western Mediterranean waters.
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(iv) The ECA representative put forwards to the three countries areas where they

could benefit from ECA activities in the development of transit transport in Africa.

Some representatives of the three African countries got the message and agreed

that they should not oniy took northwards for solutions to their transit transport

problems.

<v) Although no immediate follow-up activities to the seminar were discussed,

representatives of ECA and ECE were of the opinion that the ball was left in the

court of the three Maghreb countries and it is up to them to approach either or

both organizations for any assistance if resources permit.

b. Mission to Economic Commission for Europe (ECE),UNCTAD, and International

Maritime Organization (IMO)

(i) Mission to Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) in Geneva

The mission to the three specialized UN agencies was mainly for data collections on

transport conventions. ECE is the original source for the preparation of UN surface transport

convention covering roads, rail and intermodal transport. The mission to ECE, therefore,

concentrated mainly on the review and selection of conventions related to roads and road

transport. ECE has developed fifty-three conventions in the field of transport, but most of these

are applicable only in the European environment. Out of the fifty-three conventions some are

international and are applicable to all regions of the world including Africa. ECE Experts

resolved that only conventions likely to be of relevance to Africa were to be discussed during

the mission. The texts of various sectoral conventions were, therefore reviewed and

recommendations made on the ones that ECA should consider for inclusion in the manual.

ECE had received a similar mission from ESCAP on the same subject and the ECA

representative was advised that ECA should follow the ESCAP approach. The ECA

representative was further informed that the ESCAP manual was eventually disseminated

through sub-regional workshops to familiarize ESCAP countries with solutions to problems

related to transport conventions.

Regarding resources for preparation of the manual, ECE advised that the ESCAP

funding approach would be too expensive for ECA. The Asian Development Bank had to assist

ESCAP in financing the study through a loan from Japan. However ECE is willing to collaborate

with ECA at the dissemination stage, and may consider some financial support to ECA (about

$20,000) in organizing a sub-regional workshop on transport facilitation/conventions once the

manual is finalized. ECE would also be willing to comment on the ECA draft manual before it is

published for dissemination.
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(ii) Mission to UNCTAD in Geneva

UNCTAD specializes mainly in customs, trade, and transit transport facilitation treaties

and conventions. The conventions relevant to Africa such as the International Multimodal

Transport Convention, the Hamburg Rules, and Customs Conventions and their related

protocols were reviewed and discussed. Also discussed was the role of Advance Cargo

Information System (ACIS) in the development of transport in Africa. The main conclusions

drawn from the ECE and UNCTAD were as follows:

♦ ECA should study and analyze a maximum of twenty treaties and conventions (ESCAP

selected sixteen conventions only) for the preparation of their manual on transport

treaties and conventions for dissemination possibly at sub-regional seminars in Africa.

♦ A Lawyer with extensive experience in transport treaties and conventions should be

hired to prepare the document in consultation with selected RECs in the region

♦ A choice should be made from transport lawyers who have been at the Bench at national

levels.

♦ UNCTAD also emphasized that because several transit transport agreements in Africa

do mirror the provisions of international transport conventions and treaties, therefore,

special attention must be given by ECA to the various types of jurisdictions that exist in

various African countries.

♦ It was agreed that UNCTAD would prepare a short paper on Advanced Cargo

Information System (ACIS) as a contribution to UNTACDA II evaluation and ARIA report.

A CD-ROM titled EFTA Traders ABC containing trade and transport data was offered

by UNCTAD as a contribution to UNTACDA II and ARIA data requirements in transport

and trade.

(iii) Mission to International Maritime Organization flMOV London

IMO was the last UN agency visited. Discussions on the first day of the visit

concentrated on a review of contents and status of IMO liability conventions and how they

should be implemented in Africa.

The second day was devoted to IMO safety conventions suitable for the African

environment. The mission was concluded by familiarization with the document on the latest

safety regulations applicable only to non-convention sized craft including fishing vessels for

inland waterways in Africa. The document had already been drafted as a basis for discussions

with selected African countries on harmonization of national laws that govern inland waterways

transport.
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IMO Legal experts also recommended that ECA should seriously consider hiring a

transport lawyer for the preparation of the manual. They agree to help in the identification of

suitable consultants especially from those African lawyers who graduates of the World Maritime

University in Maimo, Sweden and/or the IMO Maritime College in Malta. Texts of Conventions

relevant to Africa were reviewed and copies provided. It is mandatory for African countries to

accede to about nine of the IMO treaties and conventions.

IV. Conclusions

a. The ECA mission was very well received by all agencies visited. Adequate preparations

were made by all Experts concerned with the mission and mission programmes were

made to fit the two days duration that was proposed for each of the three agencies. The

objectives of the mission were, therefore, fully achieved as planned.

b. The three agencies have recommended that ECA should hire a Transport Lawyer as a

Consultant to prepare the document. This is mainly because apart from giving the status

of implementation of the various conventions, the manual is to provide African countries

with guidance on not only how to prepare for accession to the conventions but also on

how to implement them. In this regards the content of the manual should cover:

♦ A summary description of instruments that are of relevance to Africa covering

maritime, road, air and muttimodal transport;

♦ A checklist of steps to be followed in determining areas of economic development

that may be affected by the introduction of any particular convention into any national

legal system. The checklist should include such matters as identification of persons

and property which would be burdened by or benefited from application of the

convention;

♦ Basic principles and techniques which should be directly applied to a drafting

situation concerning international conventions and national legislation's; and

♦ A description of elements of legislative documents which might be used to

incorporate an international convention in a national legal system.

The three agencies expressed their willingness to assist ECA, within their limited

resources, in guiding the drafting of the manual.

Apart from the planned data collection exercise, the mission has been instrumental in: (i)

shaping up preparations needed by ECA towards the drafting of the manual; (ii) capacity

building needed for the identification of the right Consultant for the exercise, and supervision of

work for the preparation of the manual; and (iii) strengthening of direct working relationships

with the three organizations that hosted the mission.
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The TOR that had been drafted in advance for preparation of the manual by a Transport

Lawyer and was availed to UNCTAD, IMO, and ECE Legal Experts for their comments before

the mission was launched. Comments on the TOR received during the mission will be

incorporated in the final version of the TOR.

The Consultant for the preparation of the manual should be identified and be on board

early in the fourth quarter of 2001, if resources permit, otherwise the assignment should be

postponed to 2002.
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Presentation du seminaire

Le seminaire a pour objectif d'analyser la situation actuelle en matiere de facilitation et de fluidite

des transpons de marchandises entre les pays de l'Europe du sud-ouest (Espagne, France, Italie et

Portugal) et ceux du Maghreb (Algerie, Maroc et Tunisie), et d'identifier des actions de cooperation

regionale visant a reduire ou a eliminer les barrieres et les obstacles identifies.

L'organisation du seminaire decoule directement des decisions prises au cours de la derniere

Rencontre des ministres des Transports des pays de la Mediterranee occidentale et contribue a

dynamiser le Partenariat euro-mediterraneen, conformement aux priories fixees par le Forum euro-

mediterraneen des transports. Le seminaire fait partie egalement des activites relatives aux

transports en MSditerranee prevues dans le programme de travail du Comite des transports

interieurs de la Commission economique pour l'Europe des Nations Unies.

La premiere journee sera consacree - par rintermediaire d'un panel d'intervenants provenant de

chacun des sept pays de la region et de diverses communaute's portuaires europeennes - a

1'identification et discussion des aspects et des procedures qui constituent un obstacle au transport

entre les deux rives et a la fluidite de la chaine de transport.

II est ensuite prevu de proceder - en collaboration avec autre panel d'experts de diverses institutions

internationales - a l'examen des principaux accords multilateraux et initiatives internationales

pouvant avoir une incidence sur la facilitation du transport de marchandises dans la region.

La deuxieme journee sera consacree a la revision - a partir de presentations effectuees par plusieurs

experts nationaux - des reformes et des mesures deja appliquees ou en cours de mise en oeuvre dans

chaque pays pour eliminer ou diminuer les obstacles a la fluidite, Les resultats de ces mesures feront

l'objet d'une discussion.

Le seminaire s'achevera par une proposition d'actions destinees a reduire ou a eliminer les barrieres

et les obstacles identifies, et susceptibles de faire l'objet d'une cooperation regionale.

Ordredujour

JEUDI3 MAI 2001

(10.00 h-18.30 h)

10.00 h BlENVENUE ET PRESENTATION DU SEMINAIRE

* SakiAciman. Directeur general. CETMO.

' Pablo Vazquez. Secretario TecnicQ de Transportes y O.P. Ministerio de Fomento (Espagne), Prcsidence

du GTMO.

. ' Jose Capel Ferrer. Directeur. Division des transports. Commission Economique pour l'Europe. ONU.
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Premiere SESSION: Identification et discussion des obstacles au transport entre les deux
rives de la Mediterranee Occidental et a safluidite.

10.30 h Perspectives dans les vavs du Maghreb:

' Aicha Alaoui. Direction de la Marine Marchande. Ministere du Transport et de ia Marine Marchande

(Maroc).

• Noureddine Zebar. Direction de la Marine Marchande. Ministere des Transports (Algerie).

• ZeinebM'Rad. Direction Generale de la Planification et des Etudes. Ministere des Transports (Tunisie).

11.30 h Pause cafe.

11.45 h Perspectives dans les pavs europeens et experiences dans quelaues communautis

portuaires:

- Manuel A. Nogueira. Direccion General de la Marina Mercante. Ministerio de Fomento (Espagne).

• Fernando Calvo. Direccion General de Transportes Terrestres. Ministerio de Fomento (Espagne).

' Pedro Perez. Autoritat Portuaria de Barcelona (Espagne).

• Rafael Olivares. Autoridad Portuaria de la Bahi'a de Algeciras (Espagne).

• MichelHouee. DAE1/SES. Ministere de l'Equipement, des Transports et du Logement (France).

• Jacques Massoni. Port Autonome de Marseille (France).

• Vincenzo deLuca. Uffido Affari Intemazionali. Ministero dei Trasporti e della Navigazione (Italie).

• Joao Franco. Instituto Maritimo-Portuario (Portugal).

13.30 h Discussion.

14.00 h Dejeuner.

Seconde session : Examen des initiatives internationales relatives a la facilitation du

transport, leur degre duplication et leur incidence.

15.30 h Les conventions et les accords internationaux prepares sou* les auspices des Nations Unies.

• Martin Magold. Secretaire TIR. Division des transports. CEE/ONU.

' Artur Bouten. Secretariat TIR. CEE/ONU.

16.00 h Le role et les fonctions de VVnion Internationale des Transports Routiers.

• Glyn Evans. IRU.

16.15 h Activites de la Commission Economiaue pour VAfrique de VONV liees a la facilitation du

transport.

' Paul Were. Division de la Cooperation re'gionale et Internationale. CEA/ONU.

16.30 h Discussion.

17.00 h Pause cafe.
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17.15 h Les Accords dissociation des pays du Mashreb et /'Union euroveenne. Initiatives

communautaires.

' Philippe Cuisson. Unite Affaires internationales. Direction generate Fiscalite et Union Douaniere.

Commission europeenne.

• Cristobal Milldn. Unite" Transport maritime a courte distance & ports. Direction generale Energie &

Transports. Commission europeenne.

18.00 h Discussion.

VENDREDI4 MAI 2001

(9.00 h - 13.30 h)

9.00 h Troisieme session : Initiatives qui existent au niveau de cheque pays et dans plusieurs

communautes portuaires pour diminuer ou eliminer les obstacles a lafluidUe du transport.

Resultats obtenus et escomptes.

' Laidi Lemrabet. Entreprise Portuaire de Skikda (Algerie).

' Jaime Luezas. Ente Publico Puertos del Estado (Espagne).

* Santiago Garcia-Mila. Autoritat Portuaria de Barcelona (Espagne).

* Pierre Gallouin. Division des Douanes de Fos. Douanes Franchises (France).

* Abdellah El Alaoui. Direction de la Poiitique Commerciale Exterieure. Ministere de l'lndustrie, du

Commerce, de l'Energie et des Mines (Maroc).

' Abdelwahab Abousef. Departement de la facilitation de la Douane (Maroc).

' A. N. Marques Afonso. Administrac,ao do Porto de Lisboa (Portugal).

' Noureddine Tobgi, Direction Generale de ia Marine Marchande. Ministere des Transports (Tunisie).

* Karim GharbL Tunisie TradeNet (Tunisie).

12.30 h Discussion.

13.00 h Conclusions et cloture du seminaire

* Saki Adman. CETMO.

* Pedro Tena. Secretaria Tecnica de Transportes. Ministerio de Fomento (Espagnc), Prdsidence du GTMO.

13.30 h Cocktail.

Informations generates

Lieu. World trade Center

Ba"timent Nord - Salles 2-4

Moll de Barcelona, s/n

Barcelone

Ua service de mini-bus est prevu pour se deplacer des les hotels Taber et St Moritz au World Trade

Center.
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List of Participants/Liste de participants

ALGERIE

Noureddine ZEBAR

Direction de la Marine Marchande

MINISTERE DES TRANSPORT

Mohamed NEMOUCHI

Direction des Ports

MINISTERE DES TRANSPORTS

Laidi LEMRABET

ENTERPRISE PORTUAIRE DE SKIKDA

ESPAGNE

Pablo VAZQUEZ

Secretaria Technica de Transportes y OP.

MINISTERIO DE FOMENTO

Pedro TENA

Secretaria Technica de Transportes y O.P.

MINISTERIO DE FOMENTO

Manuel A. NOGUEIRA

Direccion General de la Marina Mercante

MINISTERIO DE FOMENTO

Fernando CALVO

Direccion General de Transpporte por Carretera

MINISTERIO DE FOMENTO

Jaime LUEZAS

Direccion General de Infraestracturas y Servicios portuarios

ENTE PUBLICO PUERTOS DEL ESTADO

Manuel GRAVALOS

Aduana Maritima de Barcelona

DEPARTEMENTO DE ADUANSA E IMOUESTOS ESPECIALES

Rafael OLIVARES

AUTORIDAD PORTUARIA DE LA BAHIA DE ALGECIRAS

Pedro PEREZ

AUTORITAT PORTUARIA DE BARCELONA

Santiago GARICIA-MILA

AUTORITAT PORTUARIA DE BARCELONA
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Mohammed YACOUBI

OFFICE SEXPLOITATION DU PORT DE LAAYOUNE

Mahmoud BENJELLOUN

CMB SURVEY

Abdelaziz MANTRACH

CHAMBERE DE COMMERCE DE CASABLANCA

Jamila CHIOUAR

CASAMAR Sari

El Hassan EL BOUKILI

Direction de la Cooedination des Affaires Economiques

MINISTRE DE L'ECONOMIE, DES FINANCES ET DU TOURISME

KHAYALI

MINISTERE DE L'ECONOMIE, DES FINANCES ET DU TOURISME

Abdelallatif AIT CARROUM

Agence Commerciale

ORGANISATION NATIONALE DES CHEMINS DE FER (ONCF)

Abdelouahab FARAJ

MARPHOCEAN FILIALE DU GROUPE OCP

JilEali CHAFIK

SOCIETE NATIONALE D'ETUDES DU DETROIT (SNED)

Fatima OUAZZANI CHAHDI

FACULTE D'ECONOMIE DE RABAT

PORTUGAL

Joao FRANCO

INSTITUTO MARITIMO-PORTUARIO

TUNISIE

Zeineb M'RAD BABBOU

Direction generate de la Planification et des Etudes

MINISTERE DES TRANSPORTS

Fatima FGOUMMEM

Cabinet du Ministre

MINISTERE DES TRANSPORTS
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FRANCE

Michel HOUEE

DAEI/ SES

MINISTERE DE L'EQUIPEMENT, DES TRANSPORTS ET DU LOGEMENT

Pierre GALLOUNI

Division des Douanes de fos-ETANG de BERRE

DOUANES FRANCAISES

Jacques MASSONI

PORTAUTONOME DE MARSEILLE

Jean de MAISTRE

CMA CGM

Maurice RUBAN

DRE Midi-Pyrenees

MINISTERE DE L'EQUIPMENT, DES TRANSPORTS ET DU LOGEMENT

ITALIE

Vincenzo DE LUCA

Ufficio Affari Internazionali

MINISTERO DEI TRANSPORTI E DELLA NAVIGATIONE

IvanoANGELOTTI

De Tomatis Spedizioni S.p.A.

MAROC

Thami BELCAID

Direction Generate de la Surete Nationale

MINISTERE DE L'INTERIEUR

Aicha ALAOUI

Direction de la Marine Marchande

MINISTERE DU TRANSPORT ET DE LA MARINE MARCHANDE

AbdelwahabABOUSEF

Departement de la Facilitation de la Douane

MINISTERE DU L'ECONOMIE, DES FINANCES ET DU TOURISME

Abdellah EL ALAOUI

Direction de la Facilitation de la Douane

MINISTERE DE L'INDUSTRIE, DU COMMERCE, DE L'ENERGIE ET DES MINES
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AbdelhakELASLANI

OFFICE D'EXPLOITATION DU PORT DE CASABLANCA

Noureddine TOBGI

Direction Generate de la Marine Marchande

MINISTERE DES TRANSPORTS

Ferid KAARA

Port de rades

OFFICE DE LA MARINE MARCHANDE ET DES PORTS (OMMP)

AtefTAZI

DOUANES

Noureddine NAANAA

CONCIEL NATIONAL DES CHARGEURS

Fethia BOUAFFOURA

COMPAGNIE TUNISINNE DE NAVIGATION

Karim GHARBI

TUNISIE TRADENET

COMMISSION EUROPEENNE

Cristobal MILLAN

DG TREN. Unite Transport maritime a courte distance & Ports (G3)

COMMISSION EUROPEENNE

Philippe CUISSON

DG TAXUD. Unite Affaires Internationales (A4)

COMMISSION EUROPEENNE

NATIONS UNIES-COMMISSION ECONOMIQUE POUR L'EUROPE

Jose CAPEL FERRER

Division Transports, Secretaire TIR

CEE/ONU

Martin M. MAGOLD

Division Transports. Secretaire TIR

CEE/ONU

Artur BOUTEN

Division Transports. Secretariat TIR

CEE/ONU
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NATIONS UNIES- COMMISSION ECONOMIQUE POUR L'AFRIQUE

Paul WERE

Division de la cooperation Regionale et Internationale
CEA/ONU

IRU

Glyn EVANS

IRU. International Road Transport Union

CETMO

Saki ACIMAN

Directeur general

Alberto COMPTE

Directeur technique

David DELGADO

Collaborateur technique
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EGA ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORT FACILITATION

I. INTRODUCTION.

Founded by the UN's Economic and Social Council in 1958, the roles of the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA) are to build African institutions, articulate plans and strategies
advocate policies and provide technical cooperation. It has a record achievements -setting up
of the African Development Bank (ADB), helping to found sub-regional economic groupings
such as the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and the Preferential
Trade Area (PTA) now known as the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA).

The five programme directions that ECA currently focuses on are:

♦ Facilitating economic and social policy analysis and implementation;

♦ Ensuring food security and sustainable development;

♦ Strengthening development management;

♦ Harnessincj information development; and

♦ Promoting regional cooperation.

Exploiting its comparative advantage, ECA acts as a think tank on socioeconomic
development, and a clearinghouse for best practices. With other institutions such as the World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund and African research networks working on short to
medium term economic issues, ECA focuses more on longer term growth and sustainabilitv
issues. J

ECA activities in the field of transport and communications sector are placed directly under the
Regional Cooperation and Integration Division (RCID). The unit in that Division takes care of
all activities related to development of infrastructure and services for intra-African linkages
Special emphasis is given to policy priorities, facilitation of operations and procedures
including issues on legal and administrative services in transport that are directly concerned
with the development of transport and communications.

The sector has been accorded high priority in all development efforts in Africa in the past four
decades. The need to develop this vital sector has occupied the African countries ever since
they attained independence in 1960s. Over the period 1978-1988, Africa implemented a
regional programme for the development of the sector within the framework of the United
Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa (UNTACDA I) Despite the
substantial efforts and progress made during that period, poor economic performance greatly
reduced the level of gross investment and maintenance expenditures in many African
countries. As a result, some of the basic problems that led to the declaration of the Decade

remained unsolved at the end of the programme in 1988. This led to the proclamation in 1989
by the UN General Assembly of a second United Nations Transport and Communications in
Africa (UNTACDA II) for the period 1991-2001
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During the implementation of UNTACDA II, ECA gave special attention to the improvement of

regional linkages and facilitating traffic with the objective of helping subregional economic

groupings to develop policy frameworks for the harmonization of their traffic flow requirements.

Special attention was given to issues such as containerization and container transport,

insurance regulations, transit rules, documentation and transit charges, and the setting out

construction and maintenance standards for transit routes and facilities

II. ECA ACTIVITIES IN TRANSIT TRANSPORT THAT ARE OF RELEVANCE

TO THE NEEDS OF MAGHREB COUNTRIES.

a. The transit transport problem in Africa.

As the title suggests, transit transport is a problem which arises when a group of countries do

not have and/or comply with the provisions of transit traffic facilitation clauses and/or protocols

in conventions, treaties, and other international or sub-regional memorandum of understanding

dealing with expedited movement of transit traffic. Ideally, the extent to which a country has

fully or substantially complied with or implemented the various transit transport provisions

would tend to indicate the advanced state of transit facilitation in that country and vice versa.

In the case of Maghreb countries of Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia (all of which coastal

countries) transit transport problems could exist among the countries over the surface routes

and/or along their connecting coastal routes. However, the bulk of their transit problems will be

related to traffic movements to and from their closest overseas trading neighbours namely:

Spain, France, Italy and Portugal. In this case, transit transport difficulties may inflate the

consumer prices of imported goods, and undermine the competitiveness of affected countries1

exports in foreign markets in those countries. The situation would further dilute their success in

global trading framework and would inhibit the countries from taking full advantage of the

expected globalization agenda.

b. Proposals for the reduction of transit transport problems.

Some of the proposals put forward by ECA to all African countries, at the inception of

UNTACDA II, for solving transit transport are still valid and will remain so in the coming years

after the Decade programme is over, irrespective of whether the countries are neighbouring

and/or are adjacently linked by sea. The solutions proposed under UNTACDA II for the

reduction of transit transport problems in Africa can be summarized as follows:

♦ Review of existing bilateral, sub-regional and regional agreements on technical

standards, operating and documentation procedures as well as any financing

arrangement for joint activities in the field of transit transport.

♦ Ratification and application of relevant United Nations and other international and

bilateral agreements in transit transport.

♦ Harmonization and application of tariff systems, including establishment of preferential

tariffs for large or special users.
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♦ Development of new transit agreements where these are necessary and are of priority.

♦ Strengthening of technological facilities and management capability by adopting

modern management systems and promoting technology transfer.

♦ Harmonization and facilitation of administrative and customs procedures at borders.

♦ Expansion and upgrading of national links existing in sub-regional, regional and intra-

regional networks in order to realice the full potential of these networks, that should be

consistent with priority needs of the concerned countries, sub-regions and regions.

EGA pursued the implementation of some these proposals during the ten years of UNTACDA

II programme so as to allow a reduction of transit transport problems. Activities for

implementation of these proposals were carried out within the framework of the first objective

of UNTACDA II which called for the development and implementation of phased and balanced

programmes for management of transport and communications infrastructure and services,

taking into account the transit transport requirements of various countries in the region.

c. Activities undertaken by ECA in solving transit transport problems.

ECA's commitment to fostering developments in the solution of transit transport problems can

be highlighted under the following activities:

♦ Institutional development.

♦ Advocacy of best practices in transit transport.

♦ Conducting specialized seminars, training workshops and conferences.

♦ Preparation and dissemination of published materials.

♦ Provision of advisory services.

♦ Collaboration with UN bodies and specialized agencies in solving transit transport

problems.

♦ Cooperation with African Intergovernmental Organizations in the field of transit

transport.

i) Institutional development.

The African transport sector is undergoing many changes to meet new challenges in economic

development and globalization. A well established transit transport organizations such as the

Transit Transport Coordination Authority of the Northern Corridor, which is charged with the

responsibility of monitoring transit transport activities between Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda

through the port of Mombasa (Kenya) is currently undergoing a restructuring process

spearheaded by ECA. The review involves restructuring of the transit transport organization

and the revision of its transit transport treaty to bring it in line with modern transport practices.

The survey is due for completion by before the end of the year 2001 and is expected to pave

way for further improvement of transit services for the countries under the Northern Corridor

Transit Agreement. It will also recommend areas where privatization of some activities in

transit transport should be considered. A similar study had been completed in 1998 on the
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structuring of the Port Management Association of Eastern and Southern Africa, which belongs

to eighteen countries of the Eastern and southern Africa sub-region.

Maghreb countries may benefit from outcomes of such institutional development studies

depending on whether similar institutions exist or need to be established in their sub-region.

ii) Advocacy of best practices.

The challenge in this area is to pass information on best practices that would enable one group

of African countries to benefit from the experience of another group of countries in the region.

A case in point is an Ad-hoc Meeting of Transit Transport Experts which ECA organized in

1998 for Cameroon, Central African Republic and Chad, on facilitation of traffic and

development of performance indicators for monitoring the efficiency of port and rail transit

movements in those countries. Case reports highlighting successes in Eastern and Southern

African sub-region were prepared and presented to the participants.

The participants agreed to adopt some transit transport practices from Eastern Africa for

application in Central African sub-region. The seminar drew up recommendations and a matrix

of action programmes for improving transit transport through enhanced sub-regiona! transport

integration and cooperation.

The report of the meeting titled Subregional Meeting on Facilitation along Corridors and

Transport Performance Indicators (ECA/RCID/83/98) is available in ECA. Institutions in

Maghreb countries wishing to have copies of that report may forward requests to ECA.

iii) Conducting of specialized seminars workshops and conferences.

Ability to access modern technologies in transit transport are key to exploiting opportunities in

trade and transport. There is need, therefore, to have skilled professionals needed to manage

and operate transit transport and communications infrastructure and services. The Maghreb

group can highly benefit from ECA seminars on transit transport simitar to the one conducted

in November 200 in Mombasa, Kenya for all ports in the eighteen countries in Eastern and

Southern Africa. The seminar was aimed at improving infrastructure, and streamlining the

logistics for movement of persons and freight, and rationalization of procedures related to

transport facilitation. It was jointly organized in collaboration with the Port Management

Association of Eastern and Southern Africa (PMAESA), the Common Market for Eastern and

Southern Africa (COMESA), the Southern Africa Transport and Communications Commission

(SATCC), and the transit Transport Co-ordination Authority for the Northern Corridor (TTCA).

The seminar was financed by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The seminar identified

causes of transit transport problems in the sub-region and recommended various remedies for

overcoming them. It also proposed government and international institutions responsible for

implementing the identified transit transport issues and, problems. The report of the seminar is

available at ECA for those Maghreb countries who would benefit from findings and

recommendations of the seminar.
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Recent ECA activities in this area include preparation of case studies in manpower and

training needs in transport and communications and conducting of sub-regional and regional

seminars to disseminate the findings and recommendations of the case reports.

Maghreb countries are normally invited to participate in most regional ECA policy conferences

in transport and communications such as the Eleventh Conference of African Ministers of

Transport and Communications that was lastly held in Cairo, Egypt in November 1997. The

twelfth and final Conference is due in December this year. The Maghreb countries should be

encouraged to attend similar meetings convened by ECA because these meetings do

articulate African common position on topical transport and communications issues which

require solutions at national, sub-regional and regional levels.

iv) Preparation and dissemination of published materials.

ECA publishes and disseminates various materials which could be of importance to Maghreb

countries. These include reports to legislative organs such as the report on evaluation of the

second transport and communications Decade programme that is now under preparation for

consideration by the forthcoming Twelfth Conference of African Ministers for Transport and

Communications in December 2001. The second type is recurrent publications, which are

issued at periodic intervals. An example of these is the Annual Report on Integration in Africa

(ARIA). The report is under preparation for the first time this year and is basically an evaluation

of the status of Africa's integration both at sub-regional and regional levels. The third type of

publication is the non-recurrent publication. An example of this category of publications is the

Manual on Transport Conventions and Treaties in Rail, Air, Maritime and Multimodal transport,

which is also under preparation. The use of international agreements has long been a

successful instrument in promoting efficient and reliable transit transport systems. We are

aware that many of these agreements have, however, not been adhered to partly as lack of

knowledge about the benefits that accrue from them, as well as lack of institutional

arrangements to initiate the necessary actions for their ratification.

These three types of ECA publications serve three main functions: to help member states

clarify development concepts and processes, to influence the orientation of their policies and

strategies, and to provide data for decisionmaking.

v) Advisory services.

Advisory services are provided by ECA, on request, by all substantive divisions of the

Secretariat. They are currently the principle vehicle for the delivery of ECA's support at

country, sub-regional and regional levels. The range of advisory services is wide depending on

requests received from member states and institutions in the region. In the field of transport

and communications, advisory services related to transit transport have in the past been

provided in the fields of harmonization of transport data at national and sub-regional levels,

commercialization and privatization of air and maritime transport ports services and

preparation of a regional transport master plan covering all modes and sectoral master plans in

roads and rail transport.
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vi) Collaboration with UN bodies and specialized agencies in solving transit transport

problems.

ECA has always cooperated with various UN agencies dealing with transit transport

development in Africa. It cooperates with the regional commissions in West Asia (ESCWA), in

Europe (ECE), in East Asia (ESCAP), and Latin America and Caribbean (ECLAC) in

organizing meetings aimed at facilitating intra-regional transport and serving at the same time

as a forum between Regional Commissions and interested business groups from the five

regions. ECA backs up UNCTAD activities in the implementation of the Advance Cargo

Information System (ACIS) in the various sub-regions in Africa. ECA also backstops the

African position on the implementation of the Global Framework for Transit Transport

Cooperation between land-locked and transit developing countries and the donor community.

The Framework is directly under the auspices of UNCTAD and ECE.

III. CONCLUSION.

Maghreb countries are encouraged to work together in an effort to reduce cumbersome

formalities and procedures involved in the flow of transit transport across their countries. They

should also strengthen their sub-regional approach towards cooperation with ECA, ECE, all

UN specialized agencies dealing with the development of transport in Africa (UNCTAD, IMO

and ICAO). The same should apply to strengthening relationships with all intergovernmental

organizations and their overseas trade partners willing to assist them in the reduction of their

transit transport bottlenecks.

ECA, like other regional commissions of the United Nations, is not a funding institution: it

neither lends nor provides grants (confessional aid) to countries. ECA helps to spread ideas for

development from its knowledge and from the knowledge of others. Maghreb countries can

greatly benefit from its intellectual leadership on Africa's development. The main tools ECA

would use to assist Maghreb member states in the development of their transit transport are

those it has used over the years as indicated above namely: institutional development

approach, advocacy of best practices, meetings of the policymaking organs of the commission,

preparation and dissemination of published materials, and collaboration with sister UN bodies

and specialized agencies that deal with the development of transport and communications

infrastructure and services in Africa. The sampling of the tools used is not exhaustive.
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Conclusions et cloture du seminaire

Pour cloturer ce seminaire, permettez-moi de faire une reflexion generate pour reprendre

quelques-uns des commentaires qui ont ete faits ici aujourd'hui, a mode de conclusion non-
exhaustive.

Nous avons commence hier en parlant de I'importance des infrastructures pour que la fluidite

du transport puisse aller de Pavant, et nous sommes heureux ce matin de savoir, comme l'a

signale le representant de la Direction generate Energie et Transports de la Commission

europeenne, que la Commission a repris la priorite de cette question.

D'autre part, il a ete dit que les obstacles a la facilitation des transports sont nombreux et

surtout de nature variee, et qu'ils touchent a Pensemble de la chaine des transports, aussi bien

au niveau du transport terrestre que maritime. Us touchent P ensemble des intervenants qui y

sont associes, tels que les administrations publiques, les chargeurs et les differents operateurs

de transport. II y a des probiemes au niveau des couts, de la manutention, de la congestion

portuaire, au niveau de la formation, de Pharmonisation et de la simplification des procedures,

des probiemes de concurrence, des probiemes d'equipement et des probiemes de transparence.

Mais il semble aussi que la solution de ces probiemes est conditionnee par un manque de

masse-critique equilibree dans les echanges des deux cotes et par les possibility des pays du
Sud pour aller de l'avant dans leur mise a niveau,

Ainsi, il semblerait que pour aborder ce probleme, il serait souhaitable de mettre en place des

conditions qui permettent un developpement des strategies regionales entre administrations et

entre operateurs, et que certaines activites ou actions a developper ont ete mentionnees hier et

aujourd'hui. Parmi celles-ci, j'en reprends quelques-unes, simplement a titre d'exemple :

Petude de Porganisation du transport et des chaines de flux tendu dans le cadre des
strategies des chargeurs et des operateurs ;

le besoin de definir et de promouvoir Pextension des reseaux transeuropeens de

transport vers le sud de la Mediterranee, comme instrument necessaire pour

Petablissement de ces strategies maritimes et portuaires ;

Petude et Papplication d'un cadre reglementaire harmonise, sur la base des accords

internationaux et multilateraux existants et sur la base de la legislation en vigueur et en
cours de discussion au niveau europeen ;

le besoin de renforcer les activites de formation pour le personnel des operations et pour

Pensemble des communautes portuaires et logistiques, comme facon d'obtenir la
diminution du temps de transit des marchandises ;

un necessaire encouragement a la mise en place d'initiatives liees au commerce

electronique et a Pechange de donnees informatise, qui soient a leur tour liees fortement

au processus d'harmonisation et de simplification des procedures, qui aillent au-dela des
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frontieres nationales et qui integrent aussi 1'ensemble des operatetrrs intervenant dans

les echanges commerciaux ;

la continuite des relations entre ies diverses administrations professionnelles des

differents pays pour approfondir les efforts necessaires pour la facilitation du commerce

et du transport, moyennant toutes les reunions et les initiatives necessaires, comme

celles que nous venons de tenir ,

la mise a disposition du Forum euromediterraneen des transports et de ses groupes de

travail, par le secretariat du Groupe des ministres des Transports de la Mediterranee

Occidentale, de la documentation des exposes et des reflexions de ce seminaire.

II faut aussi que je vous dise que les documents que vous avez fournis, ainsi que ces

reflexions, seront pubiies prochainement par le CETMO, et ils permettront ainsi la diffusion

des problemes exposes et des commentaires realises.

Je crois avoir essaye avec ces quelques mots de faire un tour, non exhaustif comme je l'ai dit,

mais un tour qui touche un peu les preoccupations que nous avons connues hier et

aujourd'hui. Je voulais, pour terminer, vous remercier de votre presence et de l'interet, au

niveau des differents pays, que vous avez porte a ce seminaire. La collaboration que nous

menons avec vous ne peut que beneficier a 1'ensemble de notre region. Et c'est la notre

objectif principal : le developpement de notre region a partir de 1'efTort dans le secteur des

transports pour obtenir une region economiquement et socialement de premiere ligne.

Je voudrais, aussi remercier les institutions intemationales qui nous ont accompagnes, aussi

bien les Commissions economiques pour 1'Europe et l'Afrique des Nations Unies que la

Commission europeenne, pour la collaboration et r effort realise pour participer a ce

seminaire. Finalement, permettez-moi de vous remercier de votre patience, etant donne le

grand nombre de participants, qui nous a debordes. J'espere que, s'il y a eu des problemes

dans Forganisation ou le deroulement des travaux, vous serez indulgents avec nous, car vous

savez que nous travaillons toujours dans un esprit de cooperation pour le bien de notre region.

Je vous remercie.




